Print them yourself T-Shirts
It's not quite do-it-yourself - Janet Gabites has come up with six
designs using our logo. Since there was no consensus, the board has
decided that we'll make the designs available, and you may select
what you want, take any shirt of your own to a printer and have a shirt
made. You may do one side or both and the designs can be sized to
whatever you want.
This is digital printing, which requires that the shirt be white or a light
colour. For about three times the cost, you may use the designs to
have a white lettering on a black shirt. In that case, the shirt could be
provided by our printer, or you could bring your own dark shirt, but
the cost would be around $35 for one side.
Our printer is InPrint Graphics & Copies, which has two Vancouver
locations:
1935 West Broadway 604-992-2322
412 West 8th Avenue same phone number
The person who knows about our shirts is the owner, Dave.
The price I was given for the digital printing is $10 for a single side;
$12 for both sides. You supply the shirt. For printing on other articles,
you’re on your own for negotiating a price.
The designs are available on the internet, so you may use any printer
you'd like and try to negotiate a similar price.
The designs are at
http://www.vcn.bc.ca/scandi/ScanDancersDesigns/
This is not a formatted webpage, just a directory. In that directory is a
file called
ScanDancersDesigns-OnePage.pdf
The direct link is
http://www.vcn.bc.ca/scandi/ScanDancersDesigns/ScanDancerDesigns
-OnePage.pdf
This file shows the six designs on one page, with the file names.
If you go to Dave at InPrint, you can print the page, write your
specifications on there (which design, where it goes, what size) and
take that in with your shirt. Dave has the files, so that should be all
that's required. If you pre-pay, you might be able to get Janet or me
to pick up your shirt on a Wednesday before dancing. It generally
takes two or three days to get it done.

